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Napa Valley vineyard, Bouchaine is digi�zing anecdotal 
knowledge tradi�onally shared between genera�ons of 
winegrowers and the visual cues growers receive as they walk 
the vineyards.

By using IoT sensors from Cisco Systems, the company tracks 
block-by-block data from its 100 acres of vineyards in the Los 
Carneros AVA.

The winery installed 12 IoT sensors in mul�ple vineyard 
areas, which gave the winemaking team real-�me access to 
data that tracks temperature, light, humidity, 

wind and water availability throughout their growing season.

The sensor technology also measures the amount of light hi�ng individual grapevines within each block, giving the 
vintners valuable insight into the tannin development of grapes.

Chris Kajani, General Manager and Winemaker at Bouchaine, said that high-end winemaking starts with how you 
grow the wine.

“These sensors allow us to take our high-touch vi�culture to new levels by assessing individual vineyard 
blocks,” said Kajani. “We can now dial in block-by-block vineyard opera�ons such as leafing and irriga�on, 
leading to op�mized grape growing.”

Kajani has six separate weather apps on her phone to watch things like humidity, temperature, and rain events. Each of 
those factors impacts when they pick, and that’s the most significant decision they make every year.

“Making that picking decision is huge. So to move on from weather apps and see Bouchaine-specific data on a 
dashboard block by block with historical data allows us to make even more informed and precise picking decisions with 
a 360 view of the vines,” adds Kajani.

Even though 2021 is the first year that Bouchaine has used the sensors, Kajani says they already see how different 
parts of their vineyard are reac�ng to Mother Nature. “Using sensor technology, we will be able to look at trends from 
drought years to wet years and beyond and use that informa�on to narrow in our pick dates.”

Cisco Managing Director of Global IoT Nykaj Nair said that digi�zing 
informa�on about the vineyard provides enhanced insights that enable 
Bouchaine to improve grape quality and sustainability.

“This informa�on also arms the business with future-ready proof points 
that speak to the quality of the land, grapes and business itself,” said Nair.

Kajani says that before the sensor technology, there wasn’t data.



“It was all visual, and it wasn’t possible to compare data between different blocks in our vineyard,” said Kajani. “The 
sensor technology is the difference between hiking the vineyards and seeing the leaves curl, or the soil cracks with 
our eyes, versus being able to access hard data on a dashboard in real-�me. Now, we can automa�cally accumulate 
seasonal data and gain insights across mul�ple vineyard blocks with real-�me dashboards.”

Kajani adds that now they can see things they could not see before, like temperature varia�on on a micro-level.

“In the future, we hope to iden�fy differences in vineyard blocks that allow us to farm to the needs of each separate 
microclimate and con�nuously elevate our grape growing decisions to op�mize quality while preserving water,” said 
Kajani.

Kajani believes that the sensor technology allows them to gather hard data in real-�me, allowing them to make 
sight-specific grape growing decisions [..] based on their vineyard’s microclimates. 

“It allows us to make informed decisions, so that even if we can tell visually that the weather has been really dry, we 
may be able to tell with soil and humidity sensors that we don’t need to water,” said Kajani. “With the drought [..] 
California is facing, being able to know when to not water is huge.”

During the height of the Covid-19 pandemic, Bouchaine said virtual tas�ngs became cri�cal to their hospitality 
strategy. Using Cisco Webex, the company offered virtual tas�ngs and could see a live stream of the vineyard 
alongside a temperature, humidity, and light data dashboard.


